FOW Meeting 10/15/18
Attendees:
Timothy Friedmann Lars Ahlzen Ann McKinnon Peter Williams Doug Leoma
Jenny Sullivan Keith Pyle Steve Cobble Jay Murphy Kevin Sullivan
Brad Sands Mark Schow Vicki Schow Steve Gammon
7 PM Introductions
Lars made a motion to accept minutes from the last meeting. A motion was seconded and voted on
unanimously.
Doug presented a quick treasures report. With a beginning balance of 21,663.16 and ending balance
of 27,969.10. He also stated that next month he would have a full report of the landmine.
Vicki gave the membership report as Sandy was unable to make the meeting. We have 277
households.
Tim reported that trails were in good shape. He also brought up that a number of people on facebook
wanted to see trails named and having marked loops. We talked about forming a group to talk about
this.
Steve G. brought up the idea to check all intersection signs to get a list of ones that are missing for
DCR.
The was no new news in regards to the playground project.
Paul Peaslee memorial was brought up. A group of riders when out and rode to South Field and had a
moment to reflect on the life of Paul. They presented a framed landmine plate to his family. We will be
looking to dedicate a bridge near E8 to Paul.
Reservoir clean was a success with 8 people cleaning up several bags of trash from the area around
the reservoir.
Doug will be picking up the snowmobile and mentioned needing to have it registered. A motion was
made by Doug to purchase 2 helmets. It was seconded by Seve C and voted on unanimously.
Ann who came to the meeting brought up wanting to have her group do a fun run weekly at
Wompatuck. We all agreed it would not work with all the events that happen. We recommended Bare
Cove as a better option.

